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Working Notes 2019-2022



1st Question 

What is possible for a capitalist, colonial and imperial subject fixed in and experiencing Neoliberal reality and 
what is the role of art under these conditions? 

Understand as clearly and precisely as possible this society as a totality. What is this lived World that we occupy 
and the thinking to think this? 

Assemble art as a totality, however Art today is highly censored, when you look at art it offers no idea what it is 
nor its function. 

If art and thinking is influenced by Neoliberalism, how is it possible to use art and thinking to reflect on the 
conditions of art and thinking? 

2nd Question 

What is a critique of Total Power? 

How to picture a complete picture of the form and structure of society, the State, its History and its narratives? 

3rd Question 

What Value Judgements and criteria to evaluate what we are doing to recover art, theory and thinking?

On breaking cultural productions ties to Capitalism, Colonialism and Neoliberalism, what values judgements 
are available once this break takes place? 

How to both judge and evaluate thinking and cultural forms? 

4th Question 

How is critique understood and what is it in reality? 

5th Question 

What and where is the area where these issues can be interrogated and addressed extracted from the context that 
contributes to the problems that is being analysed?

6th Question  

What is Cultural Temporal looping? 

Issues and questions into colonialism, post colonialism, decolonization framed, posed and outlined in Western 
terms and internal to Western Art and answered and resolved in Western terms whether Art, Philosophy, Art 
Theory. 

Art as a sign for entering this culture as a sign of civilization and whatever form art takes can only be good. 

Cultural/Temporal Looping. 

Ex 1. – Western/American Art examples, French Art, French Cinema, Marx 

Repeating key issues and expanding [existing] Western Cultural ideologies. 

Western artists, theorists, curators, philosophers laying out through art, philosophy, theory the problems of post 
colonialism, hegemony, in Western terms and looking for solutions defined by these concepts and values. 

Outlining and setting out the problems through Western Art and philosophical terms and framework. 

Ex 2. Biennials 

Socio political issues/problems caused by the west, framed in western terms – art, theory and philosophy, repeti-
tion of familiar concepts and theories through highly placed Western curators or leading philosophers, or artists, 
curators, theorists who have been through the western academic system.

Ex 3.  

Emergency talk on Palestine by 16 Beaver Group, Bifo, middle Eastern theorists and activists 

Neoliberalism has conquered and appropriated all concepts, ways of doing things, thinking and it is no longer 
possible to use existing terms and acts, instead we need a new space. 

Ex 4. 

Institutional Critique and Rancier's use of Dispositf. 

The naivity of falling into the trap of imagining that a critique and an institutional critique is solely defined within 
not only Western terms but also from within a centre that is part of the cultural war contesting and competing for 
the position of a global cultural centre.

Ex 5. Post Colonialism and Decolonization. 

How do l avoid and overcome and break this problem without contradicting myself and being part of the problem? 

Are there realistic steps l can take and that l can think to avoid making these mistakes and falling into the same 
trap? 

Ex 6 

Lyotard & Marxism 

Thoughtless reliance on a narrow western canon and source. The illusion that marx is still a position of opposition.

Ex 7

Presenting a text on Spinoza in a publication in the Pacific region

Western cultural colonialism

Ex 8

The use of Hannah Arendts political philosophy on totalatarianism to discuss totalatarianism and Narzism today



Collision 

 

The project “exists” not just in the works but in how it assists in generating a point when the known as a totality arrives into 
thinking and is instantaneously destabilized, causing maximum discomfort, irritation, anxiety, anger, leading to rethinking 
who we are and our place in the World. 

 

Collision definition 

Use of the Feynman diagram shows the colliding and splitting of subatomic particles into shards or fusing into new par-
ticles, “as a visualization of what is “unthinkable” and outside and “beyond thinking”, the “colliding and dissolving of the 
colonial subject and colonial thinking” as an unplanned and uncontrolled act to generate new thinking, embodied in the 
“actual” exchange between David Goldenberg & Steven Wong. 

Collision is both a response and solution to the logic of the cultural/temporal loop or “stasis" and plays a central role in 
the constellation of new concepts – collision, cultural temporal looping, critique of total power – that makes visible the 
invisible forces that shape todays reality within what is possible for a colonial subject and artist. As a response to practices, 
philosophy, theories that not only failed to recognize the trajectory of these forces but also failed to halt its momentum. 

Collision is one possible solution to the inability or unwillingness of governments and institutions to register and find 
solutions to colonialism, domination, power, inequalities. 

This is also an acknowledgement that existing solutions to these issues are unsatisfactory.  

Focus on the event of a collision 

Collision between people, cultures, thinking, Worlds and the overall cultural edifice that is lived and shapes sunjects. 

Playing of text against images in a continuous dynamic process. Text to break what is and its limits, to describe what is, 
beyond the forms to stage art and the existing forms for making and embodying art, to imagine other possibilities, to 
collect together ideas and thoughts and concepts to guide thinking. To generate thinking rather than fixing and bringing 
thinking to a conclusion, to project beyond what is, as tools to focus and think through the mental image of the collision 
more precisely. 

Speculative texts and works push beyond the limits of the existing order and understanding art. 

The different scenarios of the collision that is being imagined, within the broader narrative that glues together this one 
fixed world, sets out what is possible today within art, descriptions about what the world is and its problems, where the 
mental image of the event of the collision ruptures the ongoing impasse and repeated failures. 

Not only imagining the event of the collision, but equally important, reflecting and enacting the consequences and impact 
to ourselves and everyday life of this encounter, by taking the event of the collision as far as possible. 

A Program for art under Neoliberalism: Art as a critique of total power 

 

Starting point 1

 
Does the concluding stages of Neoliberalism confront us today with the same dilemma and problems faced 
by the rise of Nazism and Fascism in the 1930’s or is the comparision irrelevant? Are we faced with the same 
decisions, whether to resist and fight the regime, be complicit with it, or adopt another strategy? Are these 
responses over reactions? And how should art register and confront such problems? Or is this a repetition of 
simple-minded notions of past and present, represented by official history, part of the problem? Or is the Neo-
liberal right wing global revolution of another order? If so how to arrive at a balanced sound analysis of current 
conditions and state of affairs when no one else can?  

 
Both de Sade and Pasolini’s work posed the same problems. What is the role of art during industrialized killing 
and what is the role of art during the appearance of new Fascism [some observers claim that Neoliberalism is 
a form of new Fascism], against the background of the history of Nazism and Fascism, and how to uncover 
conditions that has no form or clarity? Consumerism and Neoliberalism work by stealth and tap into desires 
as new forms of war that go undetected as Normalization. And how is it possible to understand and recognize 
Fascistic symptoms? [Barthes]. De Sade’s works function both as fiction and as a description of actual power 
that mirrors similar power structures today.

What form of art and thinking is appropriate to register and engage with the conditions established in the past 
two years after the rise of Neoliberalism role in the global right-wing revolution? 

 
How to respond to the recent claim that Neoliberalism has A. now “appropriated and occupied all thinking, 
behavior and ways of doing things” and that B the “only solution is to locate another space?”* 

Reposing the proposition in a clearer form. 

What is thinking within the context of Neoliberal conditions? 

If we do not comprehend this exact issue how can we go onto determine whatever art is and out of thinking 
and art determine a Critique? These two points point to a “state of emergency” and a dilemma, is this a trap or 
something real what is to be done? ,

However, is this a trap or a real set of problems we should be concerned with? And, how to respond given both 
Capitalisms strategic use of crisis and trauma and Neoliberalism’s use of internal civil war and chaos? 

How to address these issues without reverting to right wing art practices and thinking? The majority of work 
produced today is Neoliberal, through readopting and appropriating Modernism and its social hierarchies and 
stabilizing the means of presentation and reproduction. 



And at the same time being aware of recent articles on similar sounding recent crisis, statements and descrip-
tions made by artists, theorists and philosophers into the conditions that describe emergencies, corruption, 
civil wars, the problems generated by Global art institutions, but say nothing. For example, many e-flux ar-
ticles, Hito Steyerl’s writings, Thomas Hirschhorn’s work examining class values used in artistic production 
criteria, use of war imagery and uncensored images of bodies, the employment of anti-middle-class values and 
the values of the collectors of art works embodied in white cube spaces. They are at once criticisms and cele-
brations of Western culture and the ills they describe. How to evaluate what is going on here the complacency, 
self-delusion and naivety of many theorists, artists and curators. 

The use of Western academics and institutions to set the agenda for Post Colonialism and Decolonization of 
art institutions. 

The continued naivety of white artists, as part of the institutional critique project, pointing out to other peoples 
and artists the ills of the world, the flaws in thinking and practices, the inherent racism of thinking and prac-
tice, when they are at the Centre of power and the Empire, and discussing, writing and showing these problems 
through conservative unthought through forms and infrastructures. 

Today’s political art isn’t political art. 

 
What form and structure this society is or what sources and information we need to read and understand to 
provide us with insight into societies formation. Nor the role of Democracy and the effects of the process of 
normalizations management and cleaning of the publics perception of societies institutions and structures. 

*Insights into the overall structure of society and the role of art, *and into a class outside and beyond the law 
and a World structured on invisibility and secrecy.  

One definition of power “The elite as the global traveling class who are able to travel at will between jurisdic-
tions, i.e., the class with power, the law makers and decision makers” above and beyond the law.  Since 2010 
there has been a steady stream of information into power and the powerful, persons shielded from view of peo-
ple locked into the bubble of democracy and the law for the first time in living memory, and it is not clear why 
this happened, * aided by the improvement of the internet, so we are talking about information made available 
and released into the internet. Is this evidence of greater transparency and democracy or something else? Are 
we inadvertently falling into the right wings trap of sowing dissatisfaction with the elite, elected politicians 
and existing institutions, current form of politics? As an appropriation of forms of dissent and criticisms? Or 
revealing the actual invisible traps that surround subjects? I.e. The state of affairs of the feudal world, because 
social commentators and political theorists are now saying that after the pandemic we have emerged into a 
new form of Feudalism. And because the release of information appears to be in *direct proportion to the con-
traction of civil liberties, while the overwhelming volume and sheer quantity of information that is released 
appears to guide and swamp thinking and imagining other possibilities and actions.

 Definition of critique and institutions via institutional critique’s failure. 

Existing descriptions and evaluations are internal to the system that is being described. Self-criticism as central 
to Modernism. The confusion of imagining making autonomous “statements” or defending autonomy, when 
making “Sovereign” Fascistic statements, art statements as dogma, along the lines of the conceptual declaration 
“if l say it is art it is art.” [to paraphrase Broodthaers] 

Use of de Sade’s 120 of Sodom and Pasolini’s film of 120 days of Sodom “Salo,  as examples of art works that 
address state war and violence, in a form capable of opposing and declaring war on the society and state that is 
at war, whether the French revolution or Consumerism, so recognizing different forms of war and what is seen 
as war and what isn’t. [insights the surrealists made into official History that cuts up time into peace and war] 
And who deicides on this difference. Refusal of entertainment and the aesthetics, a form that breaks apart and 
contests all aspects of the formation of this one world. 

Why de Sade’s 120 days of Sodom and Pasolini’s Salo? As key examples for a critique of Total Power? 

Issues to examine. 1. How art, as seen in de Sade and Pasolini, is used to declare war on this formation of 
existence and its claim to be called civilized and Modern; And 2, selecting art forms capable, within a highly 
censored art industry and society, to indirectly mine power, domination, governmental and political abuses 
and corruption, problems addressed in “Eyes wide shut”. Both problems addressed in Paul Chan’s work in an 
ineffective way, that also addresses the larger question what form works today, without solving the problem? 
[Provide examples of why Chan’s work fails, and also the failure of Claire Fontaine’s work, and the absence of 
workable models today] 

Starting point 2 

A World shaped by the logic of the mental health act. * [anyone found trespassing on royal family estates are 
arrested under the mental health act.] This sets the tone of existence within current conditions. 

Starting point 3 

De Sade and Pasolini work as institutional critique, class war, peace time war 

 

In what way does de Sade’s 120 days of Sodom constitute both, a critique, that is a critique of Total Power? And 
how is total power to be understood?  

The formation and clash of institutions and understanding of institutions as different Worlds? 

120 days of Sodom as a blueprint of power that is replicated today. 

120 days of Sodom link to recent events that exposes unforeseen hidden fissures into the actual structure of 
society through exposing a glimpse into power and the composition of this society and lived life.



Refusal to be censored 

The past 10 years has seen the escalating reduction of civil liberties paralleled by a savage increase in censor-
ship 

How 120 days of Sodom throws light on today’s power structures and glimpse into the total structure of so-
ciety. 

The acts depicted in 120 days of Sodom are replicated in the Belgian Dutroux sex scandal [I use this as an 
example because the case has been legally documented and verified by judges, lawyers and investigative jour-
nalists. [& mirrored in Jimmy Saville’s crimes and Franklin sex scandal, again two cases that are documented 
and verifiable] insights into organized crime, evidence of fascism, Nazism, Nazis extreme right-wing cells, the 
left behind cells, torture, death, social engineering, mind control. The invisible or little understood allegiance 
at the outset of Neoliberal governments to Fascism, for example Franco and Pinochet, and anti-democratic 
states such as Saudi Arabia, the secret activities of the CIA and network of pro fascist anticommunist cells? 
active role in shaping and coercion of peoples through illegal activities, assassinations, torture, addictions, 
criminalization of sectors of society. 

Similarity to the Koch brother’s strategy of establishing the new form of Neoliberalism through infiltrating 
and capturing seats of power, appropriation of left-wing strategies and right to revolution and dissent. 

How does the Black Lives Matter protests and the assault on Capitol hill fit into this logic? 

Beyond censorship in Art 

Art as a totality  

Picturing a complete picture of arts function today, outside and beyond its self-induced naivety and igno-
rance. 

Money Laundering 

Corruption 

Censorship 

Financialization of Art 

Financial side and role of Art 

The art industry as the most unregulated industry today 

The problem in offering value and monetary value to art works 

Problems in defining an institution and in turn how to understand what is termed institutional critique 

Top-down aristocratic value system. 

Cultural Temporal loop 

1st intuition. 2013. The sense time had stopped or gone into reverse. Recognizing that the same ideas and au-
thors are repeated and recycled without further growth in understanding or possibility of going beyond this 
limited range of sources.

2nd intuition. That Western culture poses and registers problems through its value system, problems it has 
caused i.e colonization, and claims to solve using its values and criteria. 

People can be found to discuss post colonialism and decolonization by using the terms and values and sources 
that promote and consolidate colonialism, so short circuiting any discussion. 

The effects of public relations to cover up corruption, crimes, historical revelations, abuses of power, the actual 
form and extent of power, new controls and limits on daily life, to give the appearance this is normal without 
making changes or disruption to normalized everyday life. 

Highlighting contradictions in the construction of critique today. Institutional critique as a revising of the 
rules, as revisionism rather than critique. Recognizing how things work, the rules of the game. Institutional 
critique is only possible at the center of cultural power. 

The problem of recycling and repetition of Western values, use of existing knowledge, Western cannons and 
its histories. 

Critique, Post Colonialism, Decolonization caused, framed and solved within Western values, art history, phi-
losophy, cultural canons.  

All descriptions today are nothing more than tautologies listing descriptions of problems. 

Defining the Capitalist Colonial subject and what is possible? 

On realizing that lam a capitalist and colonial subject, [apparatus] shaped and formed by Neoliberalism, using 
Neoliberal thinking to think, and Neoliberal art production to make art, what is to be done? How to make 
work, think and do, which ruptures the cycle of domination and colonization, and breaks with empty tokenis-
tic works and statements? Or even how to limit the damage? [Is this claim true and correct, an approximation 
of the truth or a worthless generalization?] What do we need to prove and pin down to show truth content 
within the conditions of this Neoliberal world? With its policy of de-education, nonlinear war, [Cambridge 
Analytica’s] social engineering, segregation and Apartheid? Given the fact that there doesn’t exist a plausible 
description of what exists and what shapes us. Nor plausible descriptions of whatever art is, and for that reason 
it is difficult to show the purpose of art, other than arts increasing similarity to Adorno & Horkheimer’s de-
scription of the culture industry and the filtering of the World through art, within advertising and consumerist 
Western Democratic societies and Nazis Germany of the 1930s and 40s.  

*From the repeated claims that existing sources of information and reasoning and thinking are unable to de-
scribe anything, if only because culture, thinking, philosophy has been appropriated by Neoliberalism and the 
Right-wing Global revolution, the above assumptions have grounds for validity. If this is the case how to build 
and assemble criteria of these conditions? and given these conditions what is possible? 



The key issue that is missing from many analyses of recent times and the damage caused by Neoliberalism is the 
deliberate attack on thinking, culture and education, pacification of people and deliberate short circuiting and 
effectiveness of any form of resistance in the West, the defeat of any possible cultural resistance to Neoliberalism 
and the new fascism since the 1970’s. This requires to be highlighted because this acknowledgement throws 
light on the type of art that we have experienced and become used to and use as models, the cultural standards 
and values over the past 50 years of Neoliberal rise to domination, and the widespread familiar art forms that 
we see today this side of the pandemic. 

Link between Institutions and thinking 

The difficulty in locating thinking that bridges and spans the different worlds, instituttions and classes.

Insights 120 days of Sodom into this 

Meeting point between classes and worlds 

Access into these worlds and allegiance to it 

Initiations and commitment to that one World 

“A World whose “principles and views are alien to other worlds” and reasoning owned by other worlds or to the 
familiar world that is inhabited, so plotting a distinction between the worlds.”  

“120 days of Sodom seems to clearly reveal an initiation into a class outside and beyond the law, and values 
different to what is understand by the Democratic and transparent World.”

Initiations and commitment to that one World 

The point that 120 days of Sodom addresses is how do the ruling classes, in positions of power, outside and 
above the law and the democratic sphere, make use of bodies who have no power or financial value? So, bodies 
owned by others within total commodification and control of bodies. Minds and Bodies trapped and fixed in 
the now. Mirroring a problem in post war years and central thread in the UK. 120 days of Sodom mirrors these 
very same power structures that people governed by the sphere of the law inside the bubble of democracy are 
unable to access and see for themselves, and who are subject to this economy, ideas taken up and clarified in 
Pasolini’s film Salo through exposing this totalizing regime and its effects. 

Then how this forming of discrete Worlds links to the corralling, pointing to, directing towards correct disci-
plinary thinking, on the one hand, correct formal rational philosophical and theoretical thinking, [theological 
and priestly thinking] as a symbol of acceptance into society and civilization. And on the other, an operation 
as an emptying out and impoverishing thinking and imagining, of how and what understanding is, as a process 
of opening-up a large unoccupied absence where clandestine activities take place, because no one is looking at 
these places and whose places and thinking is discredited. [Logic behind CIA activities] 

Examples and acts we can see taking place in tax havens, the CIA use of drugs and criminal activity, honey 
traps, links with the criminal world, where boundaries of inside and outside the law cease to matter, controlling 
both worlds and using resources from both worlds. 

What space does the new Neoliberal subject have for operating in today? 

Outlining the Neoliberal condition: reprograming and reformation of the Neoliberal subject.  

Outline for a Neoliberal Aesthetic. 

Pushing ideas as far as they will go without a practice and a space, a process and space generated by the pro-
cess the direction, thinking and research take us. 

 

My thinking starts with the simple obvious fact and recognition and acknowledgement that l am shaped and 
a product of capitalism at the Centre of the Global Empire. It is also a recognition that efforts historically have 
so far failed to break with this condition. So, what is possible faced with this dilemma, and condition within 
the limits and problems as it is without overthrowing or escaping from this system? [2 points to look at. 1 to 
date nothing has brought about change or made a difference. 2 the mythology of change through art therefore 
the nizing that the forms and platform that are available are instruments to subjugate people and cultures and 
for that reason we cannot say that “anything is said under these conditions.” * And to proceed by imagining 
the rupturing and disappearance of existing forms and platforms and imagining other ideas and platforms 
coming together another time. [which we see in Sturtevant’s practice] “We therefore have a space where we 
operate under these restrictions and the dilemma of knowing that to take part is to subjugate others, and 
that within the existing conditions it is impossible to break with this thinking and way of doing something,* 
*therefore the necessity to completely break this ensemble of existing conditions. However, how do we use 
existing resources to penetrate and understand whatever is understood by this formation as a totality and 
penetrate deep into its workings? A formation shaped by the logic of the temporal/cultural loop. Holding 
power to account. Understanding history and power as it is in order to move on and break with the existing 
stasis. The shape and composition of what is, the visible and invisible, the lived space and spaces outside and 
beyond this, and a deeper understanding of this lived bubble, the visible inward-looking space. Recognition 
that we use what is available within that space to make understandable that space and other subjugated 
people and cultures. Recognizing the increasing and accelerated narrowing of civil liberties within this lived 
space and what is possible to articulate, * orchestrating situations to bring about a clash, collision and break 
down of existing thinking, culture and system. If the existing conditions focuses on what is available to frame 
and find solutions to the problems, monitoring things as they are, where do we go to locate other possible 
workable resources, and consequently what value judgement are used to judge and evaluate thinking and the 
conditions we want to build?

The prevailing dominant hegemonic system that shapes what is thinkable, and the elusiveness and intangibil-
ity of the religion and metaphysics of the West. 

The dilemma of what to do at a time of total violence and terror. De Sade 120 days of Sodom offers a glimpse 
of the workings of total power [the unfettered unrestrained use of power by one group on another], art of war, 
peace time war, and through mapping out and pinning down these structures can be seen as a form of insti-
tutional critique, a glimpse into the workings of different worlds, initiation into a class, and a class outside the 
law. Based on two historical examples showing aristocrats misuse and killing of children without suffering 
the consequences, mirrors contemporary verified cases of the murder, torture and killing of children by per-
sons protected by parliamentary and aristocratic privilege.  

Pasolini’s film of 120 days of Sodom as an idea of what an actual work of art is within the limits and condi-
tions of Capitalism and Consumerism, how the everyday shaped and dominated by consumerism is more 
violent than fascism. An art you are prepared to die for, an art of total commitment, a supreme art.

Whatever is understood and defined by art, artwork, theory, theorization and critique of art and culture, 
doesn’t exist, is not obvious or is inadequate.  



What is understood as critique is in reality revisionism. 

If art, theorization of art and critique no longer exists or difficult to identify, how is it possible to recognize 
these entities when we do? What are the criteria and value system used to evaluate and rebuild art, its theori-
zation and critique? 

Are previous solutions and models a solution? For example, models of practices and exemplary scholarly re-
search from the past? For example, American Contemporary Art, The October Journal, Art theory, European 
Avant Garde artists, theorists, film makers, European philosophy and theorists and academic disciplines. 

Suggested optics and criteria and points to take into consideration. 

Capitalism and Colonialism have infiltrated all forms of life, thinking and the critical tools that are available. 
In recent conversations during 2021intellectuals from a broad range of cultures and nations – middle east, 
Europe, US – “acknowledged that Neoliberalism has infiltrated and captured all available means of thinking 
and doing.”

I am suspicious of such blanket totalizing claims and the manner in which many philosophers and theorists 
make such public announcements, but here as with so many claims made today, how is it possible to prove and 
test out and verify their validity? Can we really say that the global right-wing revolution has won on such a 
large scale and to such depth? However, since the claims are so drastic and alarming, we need to pay attention, 
what If the claims are true, what are the implications? If capitalism, colonialism and neoliberalism as the culmi-
nation of all these forces, has actually infiltrated and contaminated thinking and acting to this extent [which is 
what was said about consumerism and advertising] what is the route and process of extraction from this state 
and condition? 

The sense of pacification and defeatism seem to be all pervading today and people want to get back to their 
everyday lives, and artists and thinkers rely on whether existing problems can still be solved by thinking a way 
out of socio economic and political problems. * 

Existing forms of protest, critique, conflict, rebellion is inbuilt into the system as safety valves and propaganda. 
[Neoliberalism as the end of history and end of revolution. Foucault] Both Badiou and Tiqqun are suspicious 
of protests. 

Furthermore, the sources and positions and disciplines to obtain insight and to make sense of the formation of 
the one world seem to be limited and predictable. * 

And where to go to obtain precise insights and understanding of what is going on in order to plan a strategy? 

Part of comprehending these problems is the campaign of deeducation, confusion and attrition. Behind that 
the inbuilt illusion inherent to Colonialism veiling colonial reality and the nature of reality under the Global 
Empire. 

Another issue is how suitable are insights made at specific historic moments and conditions for analyzing 
whatever the conditions are that confront us today? Or is it possible to repurpose and reuse these insights con-
structed within the Centre of European cultural history and traditions? 

How is this to be understood within the context of the little understood and under theorized extent of colonial-
ism, domination and daily civil war in daily life and within the prison of the cultural temporal loop of Western 
dominant culture, consolidating its position and maintaining sources, traditions and blocking of all other sources 
and possibilities? 

The veiled or invisible role of Western Art and culture on a Global scale, the blurring between the political, social 
and art and the overwhelming use of art and western culture to filter the world [Neocolonialism use of the eco-
nomic and art] 

Does our understanding of the past remain static or is it subject to change and interpretation? For example, the 
changing interpretation of Conceptual Art, which some now recognize as the first global art form. 

How are insights into power, hegemony, domination that are available assist anyone today? Along with different 
models of art and cinema? 

At a basic level are not all descriptions and insights part of the same mechanism that they are describing of dom-
ination, power and control? As part of the top-down spread of how thinking is available and takes place. 
what role do these positions and insights have in consolidating power as part of cultural wars between competing 
positions of power distributed across Paris, Berlin, NY, London etc. And shouldn’t the roles of these descriptions 
be taken into consideration when they are adapted and reused, as Laruelle claims as part of his non-philosophy 
projects analysis of power and politics within philosophical statements.

And what role do these positions and insights have in consolidating power as part of cultural wars between 
competing positions of power distributed across Paris, Berlin, NY, London etc. And shouldn’t the roles of these 
descriptions be taken into consideration when they are adapted and reused, as Laruelle claims as part of his 
non-philosophy projects analysis of power and politics within philosophical statements. 

How different is the composition of society, the state, art, art industry today that the claim it is a completely differ-
ent and new entity true and requires a new or different set of tools and strategies? And that previous models, strat-
egies and descriptions are unable to open out the context of the life led today with unprecedented attacks against 
civil liberties and poverty of conceptual resources? Or is the process simply a continuation of ever renewing the 
same mechanisms, developing new brands, fashion and expanding what already exists? * Or that neoliberal art 
institutions and financialization of cultural production is a new entity.

Obsolescence of the Gallery, Museum, Art works, Collection, Press release. [Philippe Thomas examined or prob-
lematized just this question, how the institution of art delimits what is the real and what is fiction, and that forms 
of art institutions are out dated and unable to accommodate contemporary cultural forms, along with Sturtevant, 
Claire Fontaine] 

The existing discourse and value system of domination inscribes and consolidates the subject within Western Co-
lonial temporal order and categorization, a System as a mechanism for consolidating class and social hierarchies. 

What form would a coherent and agreed description of existing domination and hegemonic forces need to take? 
And would a single totalizing statement within this existing stage of affairs of Global Western domination be 
suitable for all repressed peoples and cultures? *What is a precise and accurate description of Global Western 
hegemony and what does it need to do and how could it be used? 

Is a statement and definition of Global hegemony and domination definable within the culture and concepts 
that dominates? 

What is absent here is a coherent definition of negative critique which is behind much of the discussions and 
definitions here.



Assembling a  Critique of Total Power



Content 

  

Collected Screen shots Vol 1 

Introduction 

File names 

Sequence 



  

The screen captures are neither painting, prints, videos, TV, photographs but something 
entirely different, falling between these disciplines, as a meeting point between the computer, 
internet, outside world and art world. 

  

Until 2017 individual images had been selected from this pool for sculptures and installations, 
combined into configurations, clusters, patterns and sequences of images. 

  

Slide shows take this sequence of images further, while at the same time organizing my 
thinking to reveal the thinking process itself. 

  

In 2018/19 l started to organize material systematically, and the slide show produced in 2019 is 
the first work to put a sequence of the still images into a larger unit, prefiguring the structuring 
of all the material into one work. 

1 

I started the Screen Captures project in 2013/13 when multiple events erupted into the public realm, the Iraq war, over throw of 
Morsi in Egypt, multiple scandals in England 2010 onwards, Historic sex abuse cases, the Mau Mau trial leading to the discovery of 
the secret migrated Colonial files, Tax Havens, Colonial children, children forcibly taken from working class families and unmarried 
mothers and sent to work in the Colonies, cases that only became known as recently as 2017.  

At face value when these revelations are taken together they appear to challenge what we know, existing understanding and for-
mation of History, the nature of Empire and Colonization, the composition of Reality, people and institutions working above and 
beyond the law, the material effects of power, the changing nature of power, the effects of economic austerity measures, resulting be-
tween 2013 - 19 in 160, 000 deaths from suicide, starvation alcohol and drug abuse, the corrosive effects of a new harsher right wing, 
anti-democratic, Neoliberal Socio Political measures and ideology, as a program to break down and reconfigure the existing social 
order and hierarchies, back to a form of pre 1900s segregation, Feudalism and orthodox values,, leading into what we now recognize 
is a global right wing revolution with the  invention of new forms of peacetime war.  

Neoliberal policies impact on the Arts, through the privatization of the arts, increased censorship, obstructing and discouraging 
critique and difficult political works, cutting research into understanding the role and function of art, increasing inability and unwill-
ingness of the arts to register Socio Political events, and those that do in Neoliberal art forms, in terms of establishing normalized, 
stable platforms and positions available to art; its inability to understand the process it is involved in, filtering the world through art, 
focusing on the enemies of the West, with the production of a Global Mono-Culture, and a Culture that is inward looking and blind 
to what is happening, instead consolidating and promoting this order and construction of normalization. At the same time showing 
how under theorized and little understood the Neoliberal gallery, Museum and art Industry is. 

2 

I started searching online news sites during the Iraq war because of the heavy censorship in the UK press, so the screen shots are a 
way to look at recent events from multiple positions and cultures, while that at the same time highlighting censorship.  

The search was also triggered by Civil Wars and invasions around the Middle East establishing a firewall around Europe, so insights 
into the formation of the world l inhabit. 

In that respect the screen shots are a form of art l am trying to assemble capable of penetrating through the existing reality that shapes 
existence today, that registers and confronts power, a practice capable of registering Neoliberalism and breaking with Neoliberalism. 

There are of course many unquestioned issues around the source material, in so far as who can corroborate anyone source and anyone 
perspective? And are the collected screen shots anything more than a hoovering-up exercise, a snapshot of what is available at anyone 
instance on the internet?  

Although the process of looking at events from multiple perspectives is far from systematic, l have used events and issues to mine 
paths, links, and networks to considerable depths. 

Nor have l sought to give the material a narrative, nor evaluated the sum of the parts of the material, in fact l want to allow the images 
and associations the material triggers to speak for itself, in so far that l want to dissolve existing formations and narratives to suggest 
others. 

Much of the material is horrific and disgusting, which ought to be edited out of the work, however by doing that removes the effects 
and filtering process of censorship, and the effects of the clash between the West, other cultures, and Worlds, so these images show 
the result of that clash. At the same time l have consciously sought to confront exceedingly difficult issues, particularly around the 
collapse and reduction of discourse in today's society. The loss of the capacity to judge and evaluate events particularly disturbing 
anti-democratic events that are reminiscent and repeat the horrors and crimes of the past. That circulate around the perpetuation of 
past right-wing symbolism, whose effect is to continuously channel us away from the present into the past, away from what is there 
into the past, into a discourse located in a taboo area we are forbidden to discuss, so generating stasis and entrenching censorship 
around the fixity of mainstream History. This also includes plotting the rise of the new right wing, the hidden crimes of Nations, the 
process of rebranding and reinvention of Nation States, and the role art plays in this process. 

Although threads appear chaotic, they do reappear in different mutating forms. The financial mechanisms behind art in the art 
industry, locating key figures who shape and guide art behind the scenes, the role of art in the larger context of the World in order 
to look at assembling the context and background against which art operates, images that also look at different concepts of time, 
ordering, arranging, and organizing material. 



File names 

  

- 9.30 

Collected Shots 10.2.2018 

  

 1. Financialization of Art 

 2. New Screen Captures 

 3. The new right wing 

 4. Screen shots 

 5. Screen captures structure project visuals 

 6. Robert Mercer, Cambridge Analytica 

 7. Printed images 

 8. Mosul 

 9. More images to print 

 10. New screen shots 

 11. New Screen shots 12.31 

 12. V & others 

 13. Secrecy, attacks against civil liberties 

 14. Screen shots of Hotmail 

 15. Images for Picpus and conference with Sean Snyder 

Collected screen shots 2 

  

 16. Images and material for the conference 2011-13-14 

 17. Images for conference and other projects - Sean Snyder continued 

 18. Screen captures 2011-17 

 19. Pygmy family exhibited in NY zoo, Irish slaves 

 20. NSC British Fascists 

 21. Movement through desk top folders 

 22. Search 

 23. Data Mining and paths 

 24. Predictive Model visualization in Tableau files 

 25. Information boards screen shots from TV 

 26. Homeless people + image context + data mining 

 27. Crime TV film with view of investigation room 

 28. Screen shots 

29. Screen shots and Sean Snyder

30. Screen Shots 

31. Other 

32. Screen shots, After Art 

33. Screen shots, child abuse + Police corruption 

34. Screen shots, Iraq and Egypt 
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Zinab Bash White Supremacist sign 
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Pygmy exhibition 

What to do 
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Rhodes 1890s

And the Round Table Group
1900-1950s

Responsible for overseeing the British Empire
into The Commonwealth
Rebranding, reinventing and writing the History of the British Empire as a Global Empire

The End of the 1950s-early 60s 

The End of the British Empire and its Colonies

The fundamental rebranding of the British Empire and the construction of the  
“Post-Colonial” reality which persists to today

The idea of the benevolent Empire
Rebranding Britain as Civilized and as a Civilization

The role of Art in promoting this narrative

Manufactured illusion of Democracy

“All countries are corrupt” repeated by the British       Government from             
1960s until 2015/2020

1920s

Fundamental change in the State management of the population, from physical coercion to Psychological management  with 
the “Manufacturing of consent” Advertising/propoganda and birth of Consumerism

1973 - 2020

The Political rise of Neoliberalism in Europe, Chile, New Zealand, US

1945 - 2020 continuous war, civil unrest and growing restrictions on  civil liberties

Cold war, Threat of nuclear war, War with the IRA, recession in the 1980s, Collapse of the banking system in 2007, 
2010 - 2020 Austerity and the acceleration in the restrictions of civil liberties with the implimentation of the counter 
revolutionary policies by David Cameron with the accelerated attack on the wellfare state, public funded institutions, 
accelerated privatisation of education, prison system, break with Europe’

The secret reintroduction of apartheid. Social mobility goes back 200 years.

Context

2013

Migrated Colonial Archives

Rewriting History

Secret storage of 30 miles of Files on British History and 
its Colonies, accounting for approximately 20 percent of 
known files.

Tax Havens 

Existence of a New Global British Empire, new Geography, new Histories

2013-2015 - 2020

Right wings attack

Flooding the internet with information

The rise and consolidation of power in the UK, revealing secrets & corruption into 
the public sphere.

The increasing role of the British Royal Family and rise and consolidation of feudal 
values and hierarchies

2016

Brexit

The breaking cover of the rich and powerful

The funding of anti political, pro business right wing 
organisations by the Koch brothers, Robert Mercer, 
Bannon

Cambridge Analytica

Link with Facebook, Trump, Brexit campaign, link 
with Psyops

Pyschological warfare

A significant surge to the right of UK State Media  
2016-19 and the destruction of oppositional voices, 
destruction of different narratives

Consolidation of European and US power 
in the Middle East and North Africa

Iraq War, Coup in Eqypt, War in Syria

Rise of censorship

War on Terror 2003

Accelerated decline of civil Liberties and significant abuse of State powers

Internal corruption and abuse of power and the revealing of the States 
range of institutions to protect and maintain the establishment and 
existing narratives

Historic Sex abuse cases 1950-2020

Consolidation of the UK and Europe as the Centre of a Global Empire

The invention and implimentation of new strategies to block access to information, to 
generate chaos and confusion

Scheme 1 knitting together different threads and the shape and interaction of the threads

1950s/60s

The role of Art in developing the new UK narrative

Promotion of American Art and Social values with consumer culture   

The erosion of memory, history, state crimes                            

                                                                                     1990s YBA’s promotion of private education, promotion of the self and the individual, embodying    Hollywood cultural and monetary values, link to the Conservative party and hedge funds
                                                                                                                                                                     The reduction of theory and oppositional voices and   promotion of product and anti intellectual, anti historical work. The art industry merging with the entertainment industry and state media.

                                                                                 1989         Fall of the Berlin Wall and End of   the Cold war       Expansion of Western Contemporary    Art, discussed and implimented as a blue print by BAK in the project “Former West” replicated by all art institutions 

2019-2020

Global right wing revolution

The invention and rise of a Mon-
oculture

The radical simplification of mes-
sage, infrastructure and sources of 
information, and daily existence, 
implimentation of Feudalism
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Example of Cultural/temporal looping: However insightful and interesting projects such as this are they are still caught in the same 
trap of an internal western discourse that seeks a solution to problems of its own making framwed by dominant colonial discourse



Full disclosure: four years after watching Renzo Mar-
tens’s documentary Episode III: Enjoy Poverty (2008), 
which served as shock therapy for the art-world in its 
time, I am still traumatized by it. The point the Dutch 
artist wanted to convey with this film was that the over-
exploited residents of remote areas of the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (DRC) would do well to enjoy 
their supposedly most valuable resource: poverty. In 
the film, Martens sets up a workshop and encourages 
some impoverished photographers to commodify and 
sell iterations of their precariousness (such as photo-
graphs of starving children) to the highest bidder – just 
like those Western photojournalists who sensational-
ize death for a living. Many gruelling scenes later, the 
experiment fails, but Martens still hosts a sort of par-
ty around a purpose-built neon sign that reads: ‘Enjoy 
Poverty Please’. 



Martens’s newest documentary, White Cube (2020), is 
the former film’s happy ending. With the artist’s help, 
plantation workers are successfully commodifying 
their poverty for sale in the galleries of Tate Modern in 
London and New York’s Sculpture Center. Since 2014, 
the Congolese Plantation Workers Art League sculpt 
figures in mud, which are then 3D-scanned and recast 
as chocolate sculptures to be presented and sold at exhi-
bitions worldwide. Parsed by a subversive postcolonial 
narrative, the workers’ poverty is translated into pro-
ceeds from the sale of the sculptures, which Martens 
dutifully repatriates. In one scene, the artist shows the 
plantation workers video footage of a sale event in Lon-
don and the labourers-turned-artists are entertained 
to see Martens selling the works for many times their 
monthly wage in the plantation economy: it is wryly 
amusing for a people weaned from the idea that money 
is not always earned by blood, sweat and tears. 

while screening Episode III: Enjoy Poverty at Tate Mod-
ern in 2010, Martens noticed that Unilever – a British 
multinational with a long history of exploiting planta-
tion workers in the DRC – was orbiting as a major cul-
tural sponsor. Later, Martens visits a Unilever palm-oil 
plantation to find workers earning US$19 per month. 
The staff quarters, built a century ago, now offer squalor 
rather than shelter. After his attempts to rally the locals 
into participating in his creative projects are sabotaged 
by Unilever, Martens moves to a former plantation in 
Lusanga, where he finds more self-determined harvest-
ing and laborious small-scale production of palm oil 
that is nevertheless frustrated by worsening prices for 
unprocessed agricultural goods on the world market. 



‘The people sometimes demand change, they almost 
never demand art. As a consequence, art stands in a 
dubious relation to necessity – and to time itself,’ writes 
Zadie Smith in Intimations (2020). It is this dubious 
relation that Martens navigates like an acrobat on a 
tightrope, finally convincing several people he meets 
that creativity is a viable source of income. The pro-
ject, now run by the Congolese Plantation Workers Art 
League, is so successful that its income has financed a 
new building, White Cube, designed by the renowned 
architecture studio OMA, on the former plantation. 
White Cube hosts exhibitions and agricultural projects 
on the surrounding land, as well as managing a fund 
that will enable the group to buy back the former plan-
tation from an international corporation. Martens is 
keen to present this as a precedent: not content with 
criticism alone, the film proposes a paradigm shift – a 
practical solution for a new art-world economy. 

White Cube never clarifies why Martens believes it 
is progressive for landless labourers to have to raise 
money to buy back land that was stolen from them 
and, ultimately, perpetuates the very form of exploita-
tion that the artist is criticizing. Founding the Lusanga 
post-plantation on a logic of ownership that reifies co-
lonial theft within a supposedly forward-thinking art 
project is ‘anti-politics’, to use a term coined by Amer-
ican anthropologist James Ferguson.  In his seminal 
The Anti-Politics Machine (1994), Ferguson concluded 
that ‘development’ work in 1980’s Lesotho unintention-
ally depoliticized resource allocation and intensified 
bureaucracy. Even when politically charged like Mar-
tens’s, art suffers from a similar impasse, easily misap-
prehending longstanding patterns of political power 
and entrenched materiality.



According to Michel de Certeau, from the beginning of the 1970s we can refer to a 
“new social partitioning” that is based more on relations between power and “cul-
ture” than on the “traditional divisions between workers and bourgeois, manual 
and intellectual workers”: The turf on which new bonds are produced between the 
economic sphere (the situation of consumers) and the political sphere (the distri-
bution of power) is defined in cultural terms.1 The classic divisions in Rancière’s 
distribution of the sensible, between workers and the bourgeoisie, intellectual work 
and manual work, do not disappear; rather, “mass culture” transforms the modes 
of existence, and, above all, the conditions of expression and subjectification of 
these divisions.

For example, the drive to consolidate a “worker culture” no longer corresponds to 
the will expressed by “the workers themselves, who are anxious to participate in 
the common culture, and hardly disposed to being closed off in a world of their 
own.”2 At issue is a new social partitioning, as violent as the former distribution of 
the sensible, even though it first occurs in the medium of signs, and is expressed 
through them. Culture is the domain of a neocolonialism, “it is the colonized world 
of the twentieth century,” says De Certeau, since it is here that the multinationals 
install their empires, in the same way that the European nations launched military 
occupations of unarmed continents in the nineteenth century:

The corporate trusts rationalize and turn the manufacture of signifiers into a prof-
itable enterprise. They fill the immense, disarmed, and almost somnolent space 
of culture with their commodities. All the forms of need, all the rifts of desire are 
“covered,” that is, inventoried, dealt with, and exploited by the media. This eco-
nomic system erodes and ultimately inverts the political experience acquired in the 
nineteenth century, replacing the act of democratic representation with the recep-
tion of standardized signifiers that destine workers to become consumers, and that 
turnpeople into a public mass.3

The artists, the technicians, and the cultural operators “work,” like the various pub-
lics, in the nerve centre of this new domain of capitalist accumulation and accul-
turation

“capitalism takes hold of human beings from the inside” by grafting it-
self onto, among other things, perceptual, sensorial, affective, linguistic, 
and cognitive behaviour. It reworks the modes of semiotic practice on 
both the individual and collective level. “Individuals are ‘equipped’ with 
modes of perception or of standardized desire, for the same reason as 
factories, schools, and territories.”4

Affects, percepts, and statements become the matter and reality of mar-
keting’s expression—of advertising, of television images, and of the 
market in general. Speech, signs, and discourse circulate and proliferate 
“freely,” but they are drained of all their power to transform. They even 
inhibit the appearance of conditions of singular expression because, as 
De Certeau puts it, “their drone creates an absence of speech.” Gilles 
Deleuze had warned us: “Do you know what it takes to stop someone 
from speaking in his/her own name? Make them say, ‘I’.”5

All semiotics are summoned to rebuild the representation of the sub-
ject, to affirm the “I” of a new individualism. Television programs give 
the subject speech; polls challenge people daily, but subjectivity has lost 
its singularity and any possibility of finding its own expression. On the 
contrary, it is at the mercy of a growing uniformity, and a reductionism 
that begins by affecting its sensibility. The flow of signs is not subjected 
to any censorship in the classical sense, and yet it withdraws and neu-
tralizes the conditions of articulation, expression, and subjectivity in a 
way that is even more effective than repression. There are machines with 
words, emotions, and images that prevent talking, feeling, and seeing



RANCIÈRE: There are two questions. One has to do with the concept of the police in general, the other with the way one might describe 
the forms of power currently at work in our societies. I myself say that the catchphrase of the police is “Move along! There’s nothing to 
see.” The police define the configuration of the visible, the thinkable, and the possible through a systematic production of the given, not 
through spectacular strategies of control and repression. Which also means that policing is exerted through all sorts of channels in the 
social body as well as through the managerial organisms of the state and the market. That said, your question refers to the somewhat too 
easily accepted thesis that today everything is becoming liquid; that soon the only thing capitalism will produce is life experiences for nar-
cissistic consumers; and that the state’s only function will be to usher in the great flood. One has even read—in Zygmunt Bauman’s writ-
ings, for example—hallucinatory declarations that states now restrain themselves from any will to military expansion and control, and that 
while they may sometimes send “smart” missiles discreetly over populations, that is only to open the floodgates wide to new “fluid, global, 
and liquid” powers. Frankly, the people of the Middle East would be happy if that were true, and undocumented immigrants would be re-
ally happy if the police “obliged” them to cross borders en masse. The truth is that we live in a world of absolutely material things produced 
by forms of work that are closer to sweatshop labor than to high-tech virtuosity. In this world, the borders are as solid as the inequalities, 
and, until there’s proof to the contrary, the United States doesn’t envision tearing down its wall but adding a thousand miles to it. The truth 
is, above all, that the police order is always at once a system of circulation and a system of borders. And the practice of dissensus is always 
a practice that both crosses the boundaries and stops traffic. In this sense, there is a whole school of so-called critical thought and art that, 
despite its oppositional rhetoric, is entirely integrated within the space of consensus. I’m thinking of all those works that pretend to reveal 
to us the omnipotence of market flows, the reign of the spectacle, the pornography of power. I think of the statufication of media icons à 
la Jeff Koons’s Michael Jackson and Bubbles [1988]. I think of Paul McCarthy and Jason Rhoades’s spectacular 2002 installation Shit Plug, 
which placed the excrement of visitors to Documenta 11 in containers to show us the gigantic waste of the society of the spectacle and 
to reveal the participation of art in the empire of merchandise and spectacle. I think of all these recycled objects mixed with advertising 
imagery, quotations of social-realist imagery, fairy tales, and video games that go from fair to fair, to the four corners of the world. If there 
is a circulation that should be stopped at this point, it’s this circulation of stereotypes that critique stereotypes, giant stuffed animals that 
denounce our infantilization, media images that denounce the media, spectacular installations that denounce the spectacle, etc. There is a 
whole series of forms of critical or activist art that are caught up in this police logic of the equivalence of the power of the market and the 
power of its denunciation. The work of dissensus is to always reexamine the boundaries between what is supposed to be normal and what 
is supposed to be subversive, between what is supposed to be active, and therefore political, and what is supposed to be passive or distant, 
and therefore apolitical. That is what I was just saying about Pedro Costa’s films. I was also thinking of the portfolio of images by Chris 
Marker published recently in these pages [“The Revenge of the Eye,” Artforum, Summer 2006]—pictures of French students in the spring 
of 2006 protesting against a law that would have made working conditions for young people less secure. By proceeding in two modes, 
through filming and through manipulated screen captures from the video footage, Marker created a sort of fabulous population out of 
groups of real protesters. I’m thinking in particular of an image of a group of young people in hooded sweatshirts. During the riots in the 
Parisian banlieue in the fall of 2005, these hoods, covering the heads of Arab and black youth, became a stigma: They were compared both 
to terrorists’ masks and to Muslim girls’ veils. The hoods became the symbol of a population locked up inside its own idiocy. Now, in “The 
Revenge of the Eye,” they transform the young people into medieval monks, bringing to mind Saint Francis’s companions in Rossellini’s 
film. The protestors become a “fabulous” population in Deleuze’s sense. It’s as if the capacity of art brought to bear on the figures were 
actually a property of the figures themselves. That’s an example of a reversal of perspective. And I think what art can do is always a matter 
of the reversal of perspectives. Police consists in saying: Here is the definition of subversive art. Politics, on the other hand, says: No, there 
is no subversive form of art in and of itself; there is a sort of permanent guerrilla war being waged to define the potentialities of forms of 
art and the political potentialities of anyone at all. 
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David Goldenberg, (Hitchin, Hertfordshire, UK) 

His research is concentrated on the Post Autonomy concept, which he has developed in a number of shows held 
at important international institutions: America is the best form of Marxism, Herbert Read Gallery, Canter-
bury, Kent, UK [2019]; Granulation, Guildhall Museum, Rochester, Kent, UK [2019]; This Historic Moment, 
5 Years Gallery, London, UK [2018]; Distributing Obsolescence:  Art bank, Food bank, data bank. Curated by 
Camilla Boemio, Villa Caprile, Pesaro, Italy, [2017]; “The loss of arts image”, Centre for Contemporary art, Var-
gi IV, Gijlan, Kosovo [2014]; The scenarios of Post Autonomy, The studio: Glenda Cinquegrana, Milan, Italy, 
(2012); The Space of Post Autonomy, Arts Depot, Vienna (2011); Plausible Artworlds, Basekamp, Philadelphia, 
USA (2010); The Time of Post Autonomy is Now, Your space, VanAbbemuseum, Eindhoven, Holland (2009); 
The Space of Post Autonomy, Local Operations, Serpentine Gallery, London, UK (2007); Century City, Tate 
Modern, London, UK, (2001); Out of Space, Kolnischer Kunsterverin, Cologne, Germany, (2000). 

Group shows of international stature, July 2020 – Feb 2021 When the Globe is Home, Gallerie Della Prigioni, 
Trevisio, Italy. Finite/Infinite, 51zero Festival of Contemporary Art and moving image, Rochester and Canter-
bury, UCA, UK [2019]; Join the dots, Imago Mundi – Art Theorema #1 New Highlights of the International 
art scene, Salon degli Incanti, Trieste, Italy [2018]; Practice – Process – Collaboration, VVM7, Tate Liverpool 
Exchange, Liverpool, UK [2018]; Posters, NgbK, Berlin, Germany [2018]; Decreation, Rochester Arts Festival, 
Rochester, UK [2017]; Turbulence, 5th Odessa Biennial, Ukraine. Special section: Distributing Obsolescence: 
Food Bank, Art Bank, Technology Bank curated by Camilla Boemio [2017]; Here, there and everywhere: Eur-
asian Cities. Chapter 1. Curator Jiho Lee, project director Kyong Park. Asia Culture Center, Gwangju, South 
Korea (2016); Dispositions in space and Time, NMCA, Bucharest, Romania (2014/15); The Caspian Bienni-
al Convention, Baku, Azerbaijan, (2013); Venice Biennial collateral exhibition, Personal Structures, Palazzio 
Bembo, Venice, Italy (2013); Berlin Biennial (2012); the 2nd Land Art Biennial of Mongolia (2010); 10th Istan-
bul International Biennial, Turkey (2007); 6th International Biennial of Sharjah, UAE (2003). 

A Post Autonomy Production 2021. Copyright belongs to the authors.


